ACCORD GENERAL SUR LES TARIFS 
DÔUANIERS ET LE COMMERCE

PARTIES CONTRACTANTES

NEGOCIATIONS AU TITRE DE L'ARTICLE XXVIII - 1957

Liste I - Commonwealth d'Australie

Corrigendum

Pages 9, 11, 12

Dans le premier paragraphe des "NOTES", à la dernière ligne, "7d." doit se lire: ".7d."
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON
TARIFFS AND TRADE

CONTRACTING PARTIES

ARTICLE XXVIII NEGOTIATIONS - 1957

Schedule I - Commonwealth of Australia

Corrigendum

Pages 9, 10, 11

"7d." appearing in the first paragraph of the "NOTES" on those pages should read: ",7d."

Page 13

Last line add "ls." and "US" in the columns headed "Rate of duty" and "Bound to" respectively.

Page 24

The word "lightning" in the sixth line of the description against "ex (B)(7)" should read "lighting".

Page 27

The second description on this page should read: "Incorporated in a completely assembled commercial road transport vehicle".

Page 36

The figure appearing under Tariff Item 359 ex (F)(1) against "Other" for the year 1956/57 should read "1,660,345".